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Summary
This solution was designed to speed up the process for compliance in order to complete power works in regional 
Western Australia (WA). The incumbent system was slow, had many manual processes and limited the amount of the 
throughput for native title compliance checks. Covid-19 increased the demand significantly for regional power works 
and with the current system, the compliance checks simply could not have been conducted. This solution combined 
the best-of-breed in the Microsoft Azure platform to deliver a cost effective, fully automated compliance process.

The Challenges
There are 5 main compliance checks covering Land, Environment, Native 
Title, Heritage and Compliance that require input for many different 
people, in different roles dispersed across regional WA. 

• The checks require three (3) levels of approval, included many 
variables, reminders, emails, attachments, and cross process events 
that required management.

• Compliance Advice contracts needed extensions, reviews, and 
improvements which was hard when the static documents resided in 
people’s email. 

• Covid-19 played a significant role in the increased demands on WA’s 
regional power network, everything from increased working from 
home to state funded projects. This in turn required more compliance 
checks to be completed. 

The Objectives:
The increase in demand for regional works was significantly pushing the already choked compliance process to the 
limit; and the team needed to process more requests to meet the demand.

Compliance advice contracts can’t live in peoples email as a static document, and the best way to deal with this was 
to build a system that contains the contracts in electronic form and could be updated and re-issued as required.

The limitations of paper also didn’t allow all the business rules and business logic to be manifested to crew workers.  
Building an electronic system allows triggers, events and rules to be realised in an automated system, enabling teams 
and logic to be placed across the whole process.
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The Solution
The Compliance Portal developed brought together a myriad of 
Microsoft cloud technologies and delivered a system capable of 
processing over three (3) times the volume of compliance requests.  
Power Apps provide the front-end, business rules, navigation, and the 
various stages of assessments in the compliance checks.  
Power Automate was used to create advice contracts, send emails, 
manage attachments, and send reminders to all team members 
involved in the process.  Azure SQL provided the database layer and 
reporting layer for Power BI reports. Integration with on-premises 
system were handled using Custom Connectors, OAuth 2.0, OpenAPI 
with an AWS endpoint.

Contract advice documents are now successfully generated 
automatically after all assessments have been completed and 
approved.  Approvers can preview contracts and make amendments 
prior to sending out through a controlled process. This prevents any 
user from being able to manually edit contract documents. 

Without the portal we would 
not have been able to keep 
up with our workload the 
last couple of months. 
Seriously it's paid for 
itself in March alone (64 
clearance requests!!), and 
the feedback from the guys 
in the regions has been 
nothing but positive as well.
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Results
This State Utility client was so pleased with the app outcome, that the project is now in its second release with a 
third release planned for GIS integration when completing land and native title checks.

Microsoft’s cloud-based app development suite allows some 18 technologies to be synergised, governed, and 
managed in one easy to use platform.  Never before have we been able to bring together the best-of-breed 
technologies, with low code and deliver it to users anywhere in the world.

Modis leveraged Dynamics 365 business process flows, MS Teams chat, SharePoint Online attachments, folders 
and multiple document uploads, Power Apps components for easy creating of nearly all elements on the screen, 
role-based permissions are used throughout.

Simple effective connectors like MS Word document create allow the business to control their advice contract 
templates and keep their business processes up to date as legislation changes without having to involve 3rd  
party developers.

Scheduling using MS Outlook and Power Apps provides a powerful way to make sure the team is processing 
requests in the most efficient way possible.

About Akkodis (formerly Modis)
A global innovation and development partner for smart industry. 

Akkodis (formerly Modis) is a global IT consulting company, driving innovation and digital transformation solutions 
to enable a more sustainable tomorrow. Comprising of three key business lines – Tech Consulting, Tech Academy 
and Tech Talent – we connect people, technology, and businesses to opportunities they need to thrive in a rapidly 
advancing world. 
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Technologies
• Solutions
• Power Apps
• Azure SQL
• SPO Files
• GPS
• Camera

• Power Automate
• Reminder Emails
• PDF Creation
• SPO Files/Folders
• Azure SQL
• Office 365

• Custom Connector
• OpenAPI
• Oauth 2.0
• AWS API
• Ellipse HR
• Search Export
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